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. MILITARY CURRIC6LUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials'in thiS course
,package.were selected by the National Center for-Research in 7\
Vocational Education Military,Curriculum Project for issem-
ination to the six rjonal Curriculum-Coordination Centers and
other instructional erials agencies.TThe.purpose of
disse..iating these Courses was to make Curriculum materials
devel.p-d by the military more accessible to Vocational

rs in the'civilian seting.

The course materialswsre acquired, evaluated by project
staff and prkctitioners in the 'field,.and.prePared for,
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary
were/deleted, copyrighted materials-were either omitted or- appro=.-
Val for their use was obtained. 'These courSe,packages contain.
Curriculdm resoUrce materials whidh can-be Adapted tb supPort,-
vocationallinstruction and cUrriculum -development..



The National Center .

Mission Statement ,
-.1....

. .. -- -1

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizationi to solve educational, prob-

z. lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progrelsion. The National
Center -fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Develotlinoducational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
, products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL ---
Program Information Office
The National CenterIor Research in Vocational
. Education

The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
. (except Ohio)
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Military
Curriculum Materia s
Dissemination Is .

an. activity to ,increase the accessibility .of
militarydeveloped cnrriculum materials to
vocationaland techniealvducators.

This project, fudded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and.-
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast pard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is.
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.g. Office of
Education aril', the Department of Defense:

The acquired materitils are reviewed by staff --
and subject matter specialists, and courses
downed applicable to. vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissernination.;'

'The National Center for Research in
V,Ocational Education is the U.S..Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials.and conduct the 'project
activities.

froject Staff:
* .°

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

-Shirley A. Chasejli.D.
Project Director

..

c,

What Katerials
Are Available?

f One hundred twenty courses on micrbfiche
(thirteen irt.paper form) and desgriptions of
each .haVe been provided to the vocational
Curriculum coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies 'for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum otillines, instructor
guides, student workbooks apd technical
manuals.

Th'e 120 courses represent the followin
sixteen vocational subject areas:-

Agriculture
Aviation

N,Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communicatións
Di ;thing
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Ak
-Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management & -

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Phbtography'
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additiooal mate-
rials With application to vocationahand

'technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

1/4,

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

j

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in youj region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond,to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer co you. .

,CUtlf I ICULUM 1011 CEA l'EfIS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director-
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
2171782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton,:
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

4.

NORTHWEST
'William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia:WA 98504,
206/753.0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.

- Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-251d

NORT.HEAST W

Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 0865,
609/292-6562

La ence F. H. Zane, PhD.

Direc r

1776 University Ave. .

Honolulu., III 96822
808/948.7834
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' Course Description:

This course trains students in the knowledge and skills neassary to perform as managers and repair technicians in adhesive bonding shops. The sccSpe

of training ir. rudes an introduction to metal bonded structures, principles of repair processes, and inspection and evaluation. Safety is emphasized

throughout the course. This course was designed as an additional specialty for students with experience in metalsprocessing.

The course consists of one,block covering 26 hours of instruction. The block contains four lessons. One lesson discussing rviliiary documents and

pUblicationsthas been deleted. The remaining lesson topics and hours folkiw:

COurse Orientation and Safety (2 hours)
Introduction to Metal BOnded Structuresp hours)
Principles of Repair Processes (t5 hours)
Inspection and Evaluation (1 hour)

4,

This course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed+thstructor materials include a course chart; a Plan of instruction detailing units of

instruction, criterion objectives, the duration of the lessqns, and support materials needed; and lesson plansfor each lesson. Student materials consist

of a study guide containing objfictives, text material, references, and review exercises. This course can be used as sub-unit or advent% study in a metals

processing coursats,

Audiovisdals suggested for use whh the course, but not provided include 168 transparencies and 224 comMerciallyproduced slides.

a
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OHIO-STATE UNIVERSITYl
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.,' -,

introductidn io.Metal Bonded Structure§ (8 hXs)
.

___,--
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w

k,
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,
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DEPARTMENT OF THE Ara FORCE.
*Headquarters, Air Training Command
Randolph Air Force Base, Teiaa

.°INTRODUCTION TO METAL BONDED.REPAIR

CTS CH.52-3=53153-
(PDS Code S4D)

14 April 1975 \

1. Purpose. This course training standard as prescribed in ATCR 52-17:

a. Establishei tht tasks, knowledges and proficiency level of' training

to be provtded by Course 3AZR53153-31 Introduction to Metal Bonded Repair.

- b. Provides the basis for the development of more detailed training
materials and objectives and training evaluation instruments for the coUrse.

2. COurse.DeScription. The course covered by this standard-is designed to
trainseIected Air Force personnel who posless AFSC 53153/73 or equtvalent
civiliZn eXperience (as well'as management and quality Assurance personny.)
in the knowledgesneCesSary tolerform as maagers and repairmen in depot

leveradhesive bondingshops. Scope of trainling'includes teChnical documents
andAmiblications, introduction to Metal bonded structures, principles of.-
repairprocesseS,- end inspection and evaluation. Safety will be emphasized

in all appliCable'subject:areas.

3. QualitatiYe'Requirements. Attachment 1 contains the list of tasks,

knowledge4)'aild, ioficiency levels referenced in paragraph 1.

.4. RecommendatiOns. Comments and recommendations are invited Concerning

quality of ATC training and graduates. Use this CTS as a reference and
address correspondence to ATC/TT, Randolph APB, Texas 78148. '

,OFFIciAL

DAVID H. BUSS, Colonel, USAF
Director of Administration

.GEORGE H. MOKEE, Lt pen, USAF
Commander

1 AttaChment
Qualitative Requirements

This supersedes: CTS'CR42-3AER53450-b, 3 September 1974.
ATC-4)PR & Approval Dati: :TIR, 21 Oct 74

D'tSTIBUTION X (cOatiaea4,011, Page 2)



QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENTS

CH52-: 3Arit3153 3

, PROFICIENCY CODE KEY

i
SCALE
.VALUE DEFINITION: The Individuel

*

us
.0
Z v,

be ain cg4 >0 usI.- U. _j
44
us
a.

Con do simple pert* of the tar. Needs to I. told or shown hew te de mast of the task.
(EXTREMELY LIMITED) .

2

,

Can is most perts'ef the task. Needs help only en horsiest parts. Mey not meet locol dtmonds for
. 'ARTIALLY PROFICLENT)speed or accuracy M

,

3

.
Con do ell ports of the task. Nomls only a spat check el completed work. Meets ininimum keel
demonds for speed and accuracy. (COMPETENT)

4 C'en de the cmpplete teak quickly end oecurately. Can tell or show ethers hew to do the teak.
(HIGHLY PROFICIENT)

us

14 a -a

VI- uj0
Z
le

,

Can nems parts, feels, end simple fees ebout the task. (NOMENC TURE)

Can determine step by step preceures for doing the teak. (PROCEDURES)

n
.

Can explain why and when the task must I. done and why each step is nsiaded. .

(OPERATING PRINCIPLES) -.

d
.

Con predict, identify, end resolve problems elteut the task. (COMPLETE THEORY)

I.- a gt

us us us

co S tii
'n

A

,

Can identify lisle facts end terms @bout the subject. (FACTS) G.

B dim explain reletlenship of basic facts end state venom' principles eleut the subject. (PRINCIPLES)

C Can enelyse Inas end principles end drew conclu.slens about the subject. (ANALYSIS)

Can evaluate cenditions end make proper decisions about the subject. (EVALUATION)
m.

EXPLANATIONS ...

A task knOwladge settle volts* may I. used Worse or with a tositsporformence seek, volucts define level of knowledge
for a specific task. (Examples: Vend lb)

A subject knowledge ,scale value is used leos to define a level of knewledge'ior a subject net directly soloed to ony
specific task, or for suileet common te several ticks:
This mark is usesi alone instead of scale vialue to shave that no proficiency training is provided in the ceurse, or that
no proficiency is required at this skill level.,

X This mark is used alone in course columns to show the training is net given due to limitations in resources.

DISTRIBUTION: (Continued from Page 1) AFLC/OPMTT- 2; ATC/DPATJ - 1;
AFLC/MAUT .2; ATC/TTMS - 1; Chanute: XRP - 1; TTE - 1; TTOC TTOX14,- ;

TWS - 25.

Attachment 1 14



CTS CN52-3W53151, -3

Task,'KndWledge And Proficiency Level ,

1. SAFETY, IN WORK AREA

a, Safety precautions during job performance

b. Saftty precautions while handling repair materials'

2. -TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS

3. .METAL BONDED SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION

á. Adhesive Joints

b. Bonded sandwich construction

c. Chemistry of adhesion and polymerization

d. Repai; Materials

REPAIR'PROCESSES

a. Assessment of damage

b. Preparation for repair

c. Fabrication and prefit

d. Cleaning

e. Lay-up and assembly

f. Curing

g. Inspection

h. Triaming and final finish

5. USAF GRADUATE EVALUATION PROGRAM

1.5

a

9

C

Attachment 1



POI 3AZR53450-6

(PDS Code 54D)
-7`

PLAN OF INSTRUCTJON

(Technical Traiviug)

INTRODUCTION TO METAL BONDED REPAIR

CHANUTE TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER

2 July 1975,7 Effeptive 2 July -1975 with Class 750702



P01-3AZR5345076

. LIST OF CURRENT-PAGES

This POI consists of 9 current pages issued as follows:

Page No. Issue

Title . . . . , Original
A 'Original,

Original
0

'1 thru 5 Original
A1-1 .,Driginak

DISTRIBUTION: ATC/TTMS-1, AULD-I, TWS-30 TTOC-3, TTOT-1, TTOR-L,
TTE-1, -COP/XY-2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

f

'PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 3AZR.534504

USAF School of ApOlieck,Aeinspace Sciences (ATC). (PDS COde 54D)

°Chhnute Air Force Base', Minas 61868 2-.JuIy-1975

FOREWORD

1. PURPOSE. Thib plan-of insttuction preicribes the qualitative requirements

for Ourse Number 1AZR53450-6, Introduction to Metal Bonded;Repair, in terms

of criterion objectives presented by units/modules of instruction, and shows

duration, correlatiOn with the training standard,- support materials, and

instructional guidance.- It was developed under tie provisions. of ATCR 52-13;

Instructional System Development and ATCR42-7, Plans of InStruction.

COURSE DESCRIPTION. Training consists of teChnical training.and related

training. In technical training, the course trains selected Air Force persOnnel

who 13oasess AFSC 53450/70 Or equivalent civilian,experience (as well as' manage-

ment alai quality assurance personnel) in the.knowledges necessary tnperform

as manTgers'and repairmen in depot level.adhesive bonding Shops. Training

includes safety precautidhs, technical doc4ments and publications, i Induction

to metal bonded structures,- principles of repair processes, and insp. ction

and evaluation. Related training coversocommander'snallS/briefings etc.

4.
V

3., . EQUIPMENT'ALLOWANCE AND AUTHORIZATION. None.

4. MULT,IpLE INSTRUCTOR REQUIREMENTS. Not applicable to this POI.

.5. REFERENCES. This plan of instruction is based on COURSE TRAINING STANDARD

CH52-3AZR53450-6, 3 September 1974, and Course Chart1AZR53450-6, 3 September 1974.

%k
WILLIM R: "M , otO el, USAF

Chief, Operations.DivisiOn

THE COMMANDER.

OPR: Department Weapons Systems Support Training
DISTRIBUTION: Listed on page A

18
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. i
PLAN OF 1N$TRUCTION (Co/101%14.4, ,

=?

UNITS or INSTRuatom ANC! CRITERION ORJECTIVES DaRATION
(HOURS)

k il
SUPPORT xy..TERut.s Aw.cuIDANeE

. .

. :Technical Documents and rublicatiOns

.

.a. Without reference, identify the bailie
facts:and pinciples cOncerning technical Om-
*ants and pub4cations poraining to che !metal
bonding.process without error. .,

-.-
.

is

- 4

(.! ' .

. IntroductiOn tolfetal Bouded Structures
N. -- °

a. WithoUt referenc*videntify:the,
principles involVed in.honding-adhesive joints
'Without error.

b. Without referen6, Identify'bssic
facts end general principles as ta how a-bonded
sandwich and what materials'.
are used40 thi g struction of bonded sandwich
assemblies without erroT.

2.5
(2/.5)

,

11
(8/3),

l7
(1)

,

(3)

.

:

.

Colman 1,Reference CTS leference ,

PubliCationa

.

.

.-',

. -..

.

handbookoi explain igi
in the.RDBX. -DisCuss

principIei will be of use
acComplisb the.'

at the:.

". .

.

Structures

,

2* . 2 --.'

. ,..,

. Instructional Materials
3AZR534504 -SG-102, Technical Documents and
MIIADB*13A
MILA-836

-..

MIL-4.-83377

.

.

Training MAthods
Discussion (2 hrs) ;-.

Outsidel.ssignMents,(4 ht)
,

Instrfttional.Environment/Desigt
Classroom (I 4ri)

InstrUctional Guidance:
.

Give each student copiesOf required military
MIlegIDBIE arrangeMent-and,hoWto find ieforamtla
prOcedures Used in deterMiningwhieh fac,ts and
-to student 1Wthese publications. Outside assignment:
.study ateigaient In 34R53450.--6=SG-102.Apswer,a11:questions:
end,of Ote-study guide. ,-:.

.

Column I Reference CTS Reference
3a 3a
3b --3b

3c -.34
ld 3c....--

InstruCtional MaterlaIs
.

3ATR534504-SG7-103,-.Introduction et: 'Metal Bonded
3AZR53450-6-10-103, Glbstary of Terms
MILHBBK-23A
1411p-Ar43370.. . A .

MID-A-83377 :

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 0.7 3gZA5345046
. .

DATE 2 July 1975. 1 N..4r..G. I A ...

N
ATC 'r°" 331Aaxa 73,

PRiVIOUS tOtt10.45 CaSO.ETE-
.* U.S. GOO. 11173-77,483

15

(iinol Copy - 84% - 8 X 104,2) rd.cflon to metod area aka!" test ht.
I.



PLAN OF I4STRUCTION
COUMETITLE

.9
k2) .

Introduction to Metal Bonded RepairLOCK,TITLE -

Introductina ti) Metal Bonded Repair
.

q *

t .

s.
UNITS. OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

(HOURS)
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND OUIDARCE

.,

. Couile Orientation'and Safety

'.. .

a. Orientation will be conducted LAW
school regulation 50-18, attachment 3 outline,

r
k
b. Given job performance situations,

analyze the situations and.identify safety
precautions to be observed during job perfor-_
mance without error.

N....

,.

c. riven raPIIIT material handling situa-
tions, analyze the situations and identify the
safety precautions to be observed without error.

'

.

I.
.

_

/

2.5
-(21.5)

. .

.

,

.

.

Column I Reference CTS Reference

Safety

Handbook

Sandwich Structures
for Aerospace Systems .

,

.

. (
applicable to"entire course.)

Discuss safet pre -Y
used in metal bonded repair.

adhesives. Discuss
areas. Conhervation .

not to mark, mdtilate,
be reused by subsequent
3AZR53450 -6 -SG -101.

.

la None
11 1 ls
lc lb

Instructional Materials
3AZR53450-6-SG -101, Course Orientation and
AFM 127-101 Iqdustriar Safety Accident Prevention4
NIL-BMW-23A., Structural Sandwich Compoaites
MIL-A-83376, Adhesive Bonded Aluminum Mgneycomb
MIL-A-83377, Guidelines for Adhesive Bonding

Training Methods
Discussion (2 hrs) .

Outside Assignments (.5 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs) I
Group/Lock Step MOTE: Group/Lock Step is

.Instructional Guidance
rim. late locator cards tour school facilities.- --P

1

cautions pertaining to hand and power tools
Discuss storing and handling of chemicals and
iiportance of dust free environment in Controlled
of resourcei and materials: caution students

.or write on any training literature; it is to
classes: Outside assignment: read and study
Answer all questions at the end of study guide.

,

.

..,..57Ru:TeNNo. 3AZR53450 -6
4

DATE July 1975 BLOCK NO. RAGE NO. 1 .

ATC 337 :NS OBSOLETE.u.s GPo 19/3-77a.103/112111 (Fitl Copy 84% - 8 X UN
. (Finn.; reduction to include weer itho&e, Ibis tiny*



. .,
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continita4 '

UNITS OF INITRUCTION.AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

.

DOR AT ION
(HOURS'

2
SUPPORT NATERIALS.AND GUi)ANCE

-d. Given a bonded repair situation,
analyze the SiiDation and identify tHe types:
and method's Of cleaning Metal bonded structures

.

IAMtechnical data.
.

e. Given a bonded repair situation,
analyze the situation and identify facts and:
principles relatedto iMe lar,up and,asseSbly
of the repair materials IAV technical.data..

,

f.: .-GiVen a bonded repair situation.:
,analyie the situation.aniOldentify factsand
principlen pertaining tnthe curinuprocems
IAW technical data, ,i .

.

, a

-g. Giyei a metal'bonded repair Situation,
inalyzeple Situation'and identify the fact.
and principlei coneerning trimming and final. if
finish 1AW technical data. '

.

Innpection and EValuation_
. .

a... Without reference, identify the
general principles and-basic factsconcerhing

-inspection of metal bonded Structural:repairS,

IAW:technical data"..-- . .
,

«1

;

( )

'(2)

(3)

11)

,

.

Training Methods
DisCUssion115 hrs)
Ontside Assigniente (4Abra)

.

InstfUctional Environient/Design
Clasiroom- (15- 4.)

."...

Instructional Guidance. .

Given MIIADMIX43A, study guide 3 1450-6-SG-104, and handout
3AZR.5340-6A40-103. Glossary of TerzWi.tead-and disCussrepalforoCessei.
Discusi.typet of. inSpections and iteps 14 asaessmenti of damage tolOetal
banded structnieS. DdScuss the'steps and methods involved in the prepA-.

ration of mita/ bonded atrUctures for.repaii.: .Readand discuss the
etelle ASsociated With fabriCitiOn And ptefit;:, -IdAntify types And methods
.used in cleaning.metal bonded structures,': Student will watch filM on

... .

F-15 And then discUss prinqiplievrelited to lay-up And Asoembly of metal

hOndid structures Read anA-discuss fae4t pertainiiktO the cOring
process-of metal bonded structures«. Diteus$ facts_invOlved in the,trimmi
and final finishingstagesnf meta/ bonded'structurea.. Diacusa the
variout tools and equipment usedin Obricating and.bonding peneli. bay5
outside assignment': read study/guide 3A2R534504-SG-04 and atOcomplish
aseignment number 1. Day 4 outeide assignment* teadstudyluide
1%210345O-6-SG-104 And accnmpliih assignment nuMber .2.

.

Column 1 Referenee CIS Reference
'a :- ;.- 401,

.
.

ItiatruCtional Materials
3AZR534504SG-105. InspectiOn and kvaluation'
MIL4DBK-23A.
M/Lr4-83376 _

MIL-A-83377

TtaininsOiethods ,.

'Discussion (1 hr)
v

.
.

4:'

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. ItiZR3345'06 :-.' "Tg 2 July-19T3 BLOCK NO. : :::.;;;..s.:

PRE4;bUS EOITIONS
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' PLAN OFINSTRUCTION(Cntiaued)
.

a
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AHD 'CRITERION OBJECTIVESg

DURATICM

2
(HOURS)

.,

,
,_ \

RT MATERIALSAND GuSUPPO"nANCEi:3 . .
,

tc. Given Various adhesives, analyze and
identifycharacterisitics of the repsir mitorialy
used in the repair of metal bonded struCtures
Without error.

d. Without reference, identify the baiic
facts and terms regaritng adheeion and
polymerization.of adhesives without error.

. . +
.

.

.

1

4: Principles of Repair Processes

, o'
a. , Without reference:, identify basic

facts and principles.Concerning the assessment
.of damage to metal bonded structures TAW
technical clata, ,

.

b. Given a bonded repair situation,
analyze the eituation and identify theesteps apd
procedures in the preparation for repair of a
bonded panelJAW technical data.

g c., Given a bonded repair situatn
analyze the situation and identifythe.steps
and precedures essOciated with the fabrication
and prefit of repair parts TAW technical data.

:- '.

,

.

(3.5)

I

-(.5)

.

19
, (15/4)

(1)

(.3)

(2)

-.11.

4-

?taints' Methdds
.

4

Discussion 0 hrs) 'C.-'.(

,Outsido Assignments (3 hrs)
-

.

InsttnotinniatnvivOnment/Design
Clissioom.(0 hii)

.

.

'Instructional Onidance- \.,...

nonmilitary handbooks. (MIle-HDBR-23A, M11,443376, MIL4--83377), studyg de 3A203450-6-SG-103, and haftdout3A2R53450-6-H07103. Glossary ofTerms. read'and°discuiti principles of adhesive Joints.. Discuss con-
structionand,matetials that ire associated with depot lovolhondingprocedures. Have stildents identify materialvused.in metal bonding.
Give students...introduction to adhesion and palyierization. Go overGloesery Of Terms.. Outside assignments accomplish the study.ssi4nment
in'3AZR531450-6-SG-103. Aniwer all questions at end of study guide.'.

.
.

'Column I Reference
, CTS Reference

-4a 4a .

4b 4b
4C 4c
4d 4d
4e 4e
4f 4f
4g 4h

.

Instructionalrian
3S2R53450-6-.SG-,104,; Principles of Repair PrOcesset
MIL-HDIO*-23A

.

-.1111:47-83376

MIL-A-83377

.

Audio Visual Aids
Film GF72-41614"F-15 CoMposite Wing Development

.

. =LAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3AZR53450-6 2 July 1975 I BLOCK NO. I PAGE NG. 3

ATC 337AMA a 3
=RE. J..: t- ...E.SOLEE-.I 5 GPO I c,'1-739-403 I 2S (Final Copy - 84% - 8 X 106).
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L. AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITSOFIOTROCTIONANDCRIUMNPRJECTIYES
.7.R810N-

kl S ANp COPANZE"

Relaxed Training (identified in Course 2

chart)

Measurement Test and iest Critique °I

Course Critique and Gradaktion

1
C.1

Instructional Guidance
GiVen MIL books7 (RIU-019*-23A, MIL-A;83376, MIL-AA33377) and study 'guide
342R534504-SG-1051 tead:and discuaM_materiaa sit it Pertaini to-the
jriSpeCtion and evaluition of Met.01-j)onded assemblies Then have students
inspect, andrevaluate their panelq.'

SWNic! Os uc. 3AZR53450,6, 2 July: 1975

/4TC 33.4 '
PRE, (IL:

UPC) 41: ' 'Final Coay 84% 8,X lilts.) 40141 4Igluttiun 10 nit! 4dr, area abot
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LESSON PLAN ( Part I, General)

APPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE I

rwsn /9.44.v
INSTRUCTOR

.

gfikSIISSE"3
COURSE TITLE Introduction to Metal_Bonded Repair

TOCK NUMBER BLOCH TITLE
Inttoduction to Metal Bonded Repair

LESSON TITLE

Course Orientation and Safety .

LESSON DURATION
CLASSROOM /Laboratory

,

DO 2 hrs/Per. None
124"""I Complanentaiy

I
.5 hrs

TOTAL

2.5 hrs
FfOt REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

1

J
PAGE DATE

2 Jul 1975
PARAGRAPH

la,lki lc /d

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER

.CH52-3AZR53153-3

DATE

14 April 1975 0 .

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE . SIGNATURE DATE

.
.

,

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED'MATERIAL

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

,

None y

.

None 3AZR53153-3-SG-101
APR 127-101
VIL-BIBM-23A
MIL-A-83376
MIL-A-83377

clorrasP. 71.- I

CRITERION OBJECTIVE.S AND TEACHING STEPS

. Course Orientation and Safety

a. Orientation will be conducted LAW school regulation 50-18, attachment 3 out-

line.
,

b. Given7job performance situations, analyze the situations and identify safety

precautions to be observed during 4,:. performance without error.

c. Given repair material handling situations, analyze the situations and identify
the sAfety precautions to be observed without error.

d. To prepare the advanced course students with knowledges of the pUrpose and
operation of the Graduate Evaluation Program so that they may effectively use the

system. ,

Teaching steps are listed in Part II
-_,

ATC 710 *GPO, 1972 77111.314/23.



INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 Min.

ATTENTION: Hey.man! Aircraft so large you can play a game of football in the

cargo bays, acres of honeycomb construction, as a real tin benders night mare,

no not really. The real secret to todays modern aircraft maintenance is not

to be humbled by these size,.be familiar with the new modern repair concepts.

In essence, the days of chewing gum and bailing wire are gone.

REVIEW: I'm sure you have all attended a course of some type since you have

been in the,service. The knowledge we hope to give you here will be an

'extension of the skill and the knowledge you should-already have.

OVERVIEW: This will be a two hour lesson that'will ocver orientation and

safety. As you have found out nm sure, all courses in ATC have some ground

safety.

MOTIVATION: The information found in this lesson will gamiliarize you with

some of the new or for some of you not so new concepts of safety as applied

in the Bonded Honeycomb areas. There are some, new ideas which apply to

your area now and we will try to cover as many as possible.

Presentation

BODY. TIME: 1 Hr 50 Min.

Presentation

)

1. Orientation

Course orientation will be

conducted IAW SR 50-18, attaChment-
,..

3 outline.

(1) Course policies

Distuasion

Conservation of resources

and materials, caution
students not to mark,
mutilate, or write.on any
training literature. It

is to be reused by subsequent
classes.

Duty hours Ref. . AFR 127-101
BIL-HDBK -23A

b . Uniform MIL-A-83376
MIL-A-83377

Parking

,d.

e.

Appearance

Locator cards



BODY cont)

(2) Classroom responsibilities

a. class leader

b. clean up

(3) Organizational,structure

a. department

b. branch

c. course supervisor

d. instructor or suierviaor,

e. instructor

(4) Course content

a. block of instructions
yeit

A

b. units of instruCtions

c. Course Critiqne

(5) dc3b,mnity C011ege Of the Aigr Force

(6) Location of tools and equipment

(7) Tour of SChool Facilities' .

2. To prepare the advanced course student

with knowledge of the purposednd'operation

f the Graduate Evaluation Frogram so that,

they mgy effectively uSe the system.

FurpoSe

b. Responsibilities of'suivisor

(1) Furnish infotmatiOn_

ItteriM summary,

orr -



BODY cant)

(2) Establish procedures

(3) Recommend Changes

(4) Inform highdr headquarters
of.dificiencies

c. Evaluation of graduates

(1) Field Evaluation Visits

(2) Direct cbrrespondence
questionnaires

(3) Job FerfOrmance Valuation

(4) AE Form 1284

3. Given job performance situation's, analyze

the situations and identify safe* precautions:

to be obaerved during job performance without

error.

a. Identify safety hazards in handling

hand and power tools in the bonding.

(1) Hand tools

'a. knives

b. scissors

b. Identify personnel safety equipment

(1)' goggles

(2) gloves

(3) respirators
J.

4. Given repair -Material handling

situational analyze the situation,- and

identify the safety precautions to (3e

observed without error.
0

32

Interim suranary,



41.

a. Handling adhesivet

. Handling cleaners

Handling fiberglass cloth arid films

BODY (cont

(1) Breathing

(2) .Sanding

(3) Cutting

d. Identify storage areas

(1) Quantities on hand

(2) LocatJ.on of cabinets

(3) Ventilation'

Tdentify haiards: cot:chemicals

(1)* Explosiveand Oxic fumet

(2) Bodily:harlimor effects Of

_tbkic fumes and vappra

33



0

BODY (cont)
Application

,None

Evaluation: Evaluation is interspersed
throughout the lesion.

Performance

None

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 Nin

Summary and Remotivation: In this lesson we discussed course policies, course

content and ground safety. We discussed safetiprecautions to be observed

while yoil are in this school. The hazards in handling hand and power tbols,

personnel safety equipment, routing operations, storage areas, protective
clothing. I also demonstrated the.explusimeter. This is information you

need lo know to be able to understand what you will be doing while you are

here and,the safety Pretautions to be observed.

Assignment and Closure: The next lepson.will be on technical documents and

publications that pertain to metal Vonding areas. CTT Assignmenr-
(objective la, lb, lc) using 3=53153-3=SG-101, read and answer questions
in the study guide. This is a .5 hour outside assignment.



4

APPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE

twsrt ,,,

I

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

.riaR53153-3

COppSE TITLE
Introduction.to Metai:Bonded Repair

BLOCK NUMBER

I.

OLOCK TITLE . -

Introduction to,Natal Bonded Repair

LESSON TITLE

Introduction to Metal Bonded:Structures
.

. LESSON DURATION

.,,CL ASSROON /Laboratory
1 D&D B.hrs/ Perf. None .

0:10,0a.4ttittpiX CumOlementary
, 3 hrs

TOTAL

II hrs

POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

2.

PAGEDATE
2 July 1975

PARAGRAPH

3a,3b,3c,3d

STS/CTS REFERENCE

NuNISER .,

C152-3AZR53153-3
,

DATE

14 April 1975

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL .-. .

'SiGNATuRE , - DATE SIGNATURE DATE

' *Air

,

,

:.
.,

.

PRECLASS PRRPA4TION _

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN L AaORATORY

FQuIPMENT
FROM. SUPPLY

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL
GRAPHIc AIDS AND .

U.NCLASSIFIEC mATMAL

Non9
,

..,.. ,

i;one None+,

-;41L-A-83376

3AzR5J13-3 SG.-1u3

, s

;11L-RDBK-23A

:4IL-A-83371 -

.,......, le t I A ; :" er it
,I. 4 t17,:I, 1 i i "AI

Ie.," *41. t a. . fill 4"
AI Pr.,: gew CALd4-.4

.. .
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

3.. Introduction to Metal Bonded,Structures
.... '

a.. Without reference, identify.the principles inVolved in bonding adhesive

joints without eor.
,

.

,...

b. With ut reference, identify basic facts and general principles as to how

-A bonded sandwich assemi3ly is constructed and what materials are used in the

construction of bonded snadwith asslemblies without error.

A,

c. Given various adhesives, analyze and identify characteristics Of the .

repair materials used in the repair ofjuetal bonded structures:without error.

d. Without referente, identify the basic faats and terms regarding adhesion

and.polymerization.of adhesives Without error. .

. .

Teaching steps ate_llsted ip Part II.

ATC FORM 770
..AUG

,..t1 II, II. 7



INTRODUCTION r TIME: 5 Min _

Attention: In bonding the.proper selection of sn adhesiVe:must be made to be

.',compatible wiih the
.

eill,et.rete being jOingd modern day teChnology. No'thisfis frau-

: the Bible. Problems in bondiftg beim been around sin6e the begintang:Of Time

Review: With two lessons under our belt let s get into the meat of Aim
problem:

Overview: This is an 8 hour.discussion on Metal Bonded Structures.

Mopivation: How you do your job is important in that a proper repair
or rebuilding not only means aircraft safety but job repeats.

BODY TIME: 7 hrs 50 Min.

Presentation

1. -Without reference, identify the
_

principles involved in bonding adhesive '

joints without error.

HistOry of adhesives'

1. earliest adhesives

4
2. tWentieth centurtadhesives

3. present day adheeiveg

Dettign consideration's chapter 2

1. surface conditions of the

Reference: Adhesives in
Modern Manufacture'
MIL-HDBK-23A
'MIL-&-83376
1IL-A-83377

adherend.



-11.

tehAion of adhedivi

physical properties'of the'3,4

adherends add the cured-adheoive

a, tensile strength

b. ,'Shear' strength

c.

AA.

cOmpressiVe strength

4. Physical characteriatic of thaadheiiii

isis.r Tr

T. C143-
rtet 7r .0

a. visCosity

homogeneity

filM thickness

. Chemical compatiblity of the adhesive

and the adherend

6. Application end curing the

adhesive

7. Formation and relloval of volatile

by products during cure.

2. Without reference,' identify basic facts

and general principles as to how to a bonded'

sandwich-assembly is constructed and what

materials are used in the construction of

. bonded sandwich assemblies without error.

tft!

e-r

Interim Summary

af -

Pkimary reason of sandwich construction

over covirerition.A/C comitruction. .



I. -High strength - to-weight -ratio

Fatigult- resistance,

-High rigidity per unit weigh ,

.

Suiface smoOthness

5. . Insulation-

. Sandwich construction features

1. Facings

purpose

b. materials

2. Core

a. purpose

b. materfals
-

3. Edge treatments (cloie oUtS)

-"-
purpose---'

b.

Demonstration

Application

Evaluation

typed

construction features

! 0

1, Evaluation will be interspersed throughout
the lesson.

End of Day Summary .

None

Summary: AWe have had a short discussion the introduction to metal bonded repair.
We have also become acquainted with the-materials you will-use,in the

r field. /

Restate the-objectivesf)of theleasonl

Ask,Oral QUestions toetermine Areas,t6 be Retaught:

Assignment: CTT Assignment (objectives 3c1.3d). Read 3A.Z253153-3-SG-103,

Re prepared to.answeTquestions about
rization. This is a 11/2 hr outside assignment.-



Introductidh toliew Days Work.:

MotiVatia4:- !pilse student intrest;

Review: err
Review items of major importance.
ReView objectives of previous day.
Sate'objectivel to be covered in this particulir lesson.

2nd Day

Presentation

1. given various adhesives, analyze

.and identify characteristics of the

repair materials used in the repair of

metal bonded structures without error.

a. Selection Of.adhesives

1. mavrials involved

2. application .

3. environmental exposures

4. service life

5. weight considerations

Presentation

Discussion

c.7 r: e /eft

'A.-- *CT 7 f e

b. Edge treatments

2.

1. purpose

2: types

3. materials used

Without reference, identify the basic

facts.and terms regarding adhesion and

-polymerization tif adhesives withoUt'error.

I C7 7 r

ez. 1--/f)

Interim summary



Adhesion

:1. defAmition

2.. theory

Polymerization:.

4 definition.

Z. theory',

-Interim Summary

CONCLUSION _ TIMR: $ Min
Sumiery end. RemotivatiOn:, In thie legman we discussed ideae,and- information
pertaining to your introduction to metal 'bonded Structorea.: . Realistically

.

speaking we have just Scratched the_surface. :IvoUld imagine that even-.
while:we Wire disCussing this materiel lomethinanewhas comeabout.in this
ever changing field of structural repair.'

Assignment aalosure: The next leis- will'be On Principlee Of Repair,:
'Processes, thiS will exPose:you to thehow and whys og4epaii of'Metal-
Bonded Structures.. Aesignment.. Review 34=53153-3-S0103. Answer all
questions St the edd of study gUide. -This is a 111 hr outside atsignMent..



i ;ropRovAL OFFICE AND DATE
1

TWS:I /1 e.. le* '.$.: - :.

LNSTRUCTOR
4

COURSE NUMBER

37.1:331.53-3

COURSE TITLE
Introduction to Metal tond0 Repair

BLOCK NUMBER

1

-B.Lock TITLE
Introduction to Metal Donald Repair

'LESSON TITLE ,

/
Principles of Repair Processes

LESSON DURATION
ci...Assnoom Laboratory ,

DO 15 hrstPerf. None

i.Ae427imauy omp ementary
, 4. hours

TOTAL
19 hours

POI REFERENC:E
PAGE NUMBER

3

PAGE oovre

.2 July 1975
PARAaRAPH .

4a,4b,4c',4d,4e,4f,4g

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER

C1152-3AZR53153-3

QATE

. 14 April 1975

SUFERVISORAPPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE,--

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EOu,pmEN- LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASsIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

-None None None

. .

3A41153153-42-SG-104

MIL-tiDS;-23A
MIL-A-413376

:11L-A-83377
Adhesives in,Modern
_
Manufacturing, Chap
4, Chap 5

(cont (ln back)

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

-Th
4. Principles of Repair Process

a. Without eference, identify basic facts and principles concerning the
assessment af damage to metal bonded structures IAW technical data'.

b.. Given a bonded repair situation, analyZe the situation and identify the
steps and procedures in the preparation-forrepair of a bonded paneI IAW

technical data.

.
.

c Given a'bonded repair situation, analyze the situation, and,i.lentify-the'

steps and procedures associated with the fabrication arid prefit oi repair parts

IAW technical data. -

:-..

d. 'Given a bonded repair situation, analyze the situation and identify the
,

cypes'aftd methods' of cleaning metal bonded,structures IAW technical data.

'

e. 'Given a bonded repair situation, analyze the.situation and identify facts

ATC FORM
AUG 7Z

J70

41

'4AFKII.T.I2rdVm
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LESSON rutA (7 art I, (7,,...?,,,r1.1) IMT111141I0t1 SHEETR,11.1,,MIMINMIONI:
csrrailto,t ORJECTIVE5 AND TEACHING STEPS (Colittnurcl)

and principles related to the lay-up and assembly of the repair materials IAW
technical data.

f. Given a bonded Tepair situation, analyze the situation and iduntify facts
and principles pertaining tp the curing proceSs IAW tethnical.data.

g. Given a mutal bonded repair situation, analyze the situation and identify
the facts and principles concerning trimming and final finish lAW technical data.

v

Teaching steps are-listed in Part II

ply-romormarnromenwnrcnrorer,gorvecaervrania.meravacome.werrtm.--extenvenrrew.ww-4"r7vawaro.

ATC. 77- * CIPOts1072 771
Ael

43



INTRODUCTION 5 Hin
Attention: When we get an aircraft part in the shop we must be able to

recognize what damages and what repairs need to be made.
Along with this goes the knowledge and principles of what
make a good repair.

Review: This lessomwill prepare you for .our next lesson.
Review OTT assignment

Overview: This is a 15 hour lesson.

Motivation: How you-accomplish'your-repair,.and
doing the proper repair

will be most helpful td you and the:Air:Force.

BODY
PreSentation

1. Without reference, identify basic

facta and priciples concerning the

aaaessment of damage to Metal bonded.

struc tures TAW Tech Data.

Damage Classification of Metal Bonded

Structures

1. Class 1 Repairs

a. Dents

b. Scars

c. Fractures s;

2. Class II Repairs

a. Punctures

b. Fractures

TIME: 14 Mrs 50 Mi
Presentation

Discussion
Reference: MIL-HDBK-23A

MIL-A-83376
MIL-A-83377

Adhesives in Modern Manufacture
Slide presentation C375-C74 thru
CS75-0153 interapeised through-
out lesson

Uie traria GT75,4174 thra,CT75-0178

Not to exceed ;4
,

inch in all dimensions.

b. One facing and partial
core damage.



2. Given a bonded repair situation, analyze

the situation and identifY the steps and

-

Procedures in the preparation for repair of'

a bonded panel IAW Tech Data.

a. Routers and Routing

b. Deburring Holes

c. Clean up of the cavity

End of Day Sunmaiy
SummarY:

Restate the objectives of the'lesson:

Ask Oral Questions to Determine/Areas to be Retaught:

Aesignment: crT Assignment (Objective 4a and 4b)

Read and answer question in 3AZR53153-3-SG,104, Principles-of Repeir Processes.

This is a 2 hr CTT. assignment

Introduction to Newpays Work

Motivation:

Arouse student interest.

Review: Review CTT assignment

Review,items of major importance.

Review objectives of previous day.

State objectives to be covered in this particular lesson.

Presentation 12

1.

Bo"' (cont) 2nd Deg

Given a bonded repair situation, analyZe

the situati n and identify the steps and



procedures associated with the fabrication

and prefit of repiir parts IAW Technical Data.

a. placement Core

1. replacement material

2. ribbon direction

3. density

b. Core Fill Materials

I. types

2. use

3. fabricateon precedures

Facing Patches

1. types

2. 'materials

3. fabrication proce ur s

. Prefit and Fabrication

1. core cutters

2. arbor saws

3. core slicers

End of Day SumaarY
Summary:

Restate the objectives of the lesson:

:'Ask Oral Questihne to Determine Areas to.be Retaught:

.Assignment: OTT assignment (Objedtive 4c)

Read Adhesives in Modern Manufacturing Chap 4, Chap 5. This is a 2 hr. OTT
assignment



Introduction'toliew'Daysk,rk

Motivattinl:
4.

/rouse student's interest:

Review:
4?

Review CTT aaSignment

Review items of major importance.

Review objeCti elofyrevious day.

State objecaves 'be covered:in thia 2azticular lesson.

Body (tont)
Presentation #3

1. Given a bonded repair situation analyze

the situation and identify the types and

methods of cleaning metal bondeestructures

IAW Technical Data.

a. Surface Preparation forlietals

1.' chemical

2. mechanical

b. Surface Prparation for NonuAtallic

Materials

1. Abrasive cleaning

c. Chemical Preparation for Adherends

1. Degreasing

2. Alkaline cleaniIng

3. Etching

3td Day
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pain (cont.)

Surface preparation for alum.=

e. 'Surface preparation for stainless steel

f. 4scellaneous cleaningnethods

1. Soaps and detergents

2. Hand tools

3. Pneumatic tools

2. Given a bopded repair situatio ze the

situation and identify fActs principles

related. to the lay-up and bly of the repair

materials I.AW Technical Data.

a. Manual Adhesive Application Methods

1. s Brushes.

2, Spatula

3. Rollers'

. &chime Application, Methods

1. Mechanical Rollers

2. 3'.pray Applicatoms

c. Cold Setting and Hot Setting Adhesives

1. Cold-Setting Adhesives

2. Hot Setting Adhesives_

. Classifying Adhesives by Initial Bond

.1. Pressure-sensitive

2., Contact

3. Chemical Setting

4. Heat-setting

5. Liquid - release-

e. Drying Process



'BODY (nOnt.)

3. Given a bonded repair situation, analyze

the situation and identify facte and

piinciples pertaining to the curing process

IAW technical;data.

a. Use of heat

1. Types of'heating dOlces

2. Dees

b. Use of pressure

1. Types of pressure

o. Considerations for curing of

parts 2

Use traria CT75-01,68 thru
'CT75-C173 and 0T75-0183:
thru 0T75-0184-

4. Given a metal bonded repair situation,

analyze the situation and identify the

faots and principles concerning trimming

and final finish IN technical data.

Trim of panel to specifications

b. Check panel for dimensions

c. Application of sealatt

,CONCZUSION TIME:. 5

SUMMARY AND REMOTIVATION:

Nowthat we have had our discussion about repairs, krocedures, techniques, and
methods, we should be able to understand the importance of good sound repairs
made on bonded honeycomb panels and A/C assemblies.

ASSIGAMENT AND'cLOSUBE:
The next lesson will be on inspection and evaluation procedures. It is designed
to give you a little insight as to just what the inspectors look for and how,they
find things out about a panel.

,

OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENT: Imul the followingChapter 6 Inspection and Quali4ty Control
Adhesives in Modern Marneacturing.
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Cb

. INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 Dan.
Attention: Have you ever wondered whyisdme guy in a white hat can just

come up to you and say you made a boo boo. Have you ever been

4 in the situation where you thought what you did was right only
to have an inspector tell you you were wrong. This my friends
is called q.C.

Review:

Overview:

Motivation:

In your last lesson and previdua lessons you learned what this
thing called bonding isall about. Now comes.the kicker the
testing of ybur part to tee if it 9111 meet the standards.e:

.

,This next lesson is on inspection and evaluation approx 1 hr.

The strange reasoning behind (Ix. is sometimes puzzling but
once vou know how they-overate it is easier to liVe with.

Presentation

1. Inspection and EYalutation

a. Without:reference ideritigY the

BODY

Presentaticw

Discussion

Reference: MIL-HDBK-23A

MIL-A-83376
MIL-8.1,83377

All I= R rl if 3- S6. /Os
general principles and basic facts

conerning,inspection of metal bonded

structut4 repairs IAW Tech Data.

(1) Process Control

a. container condition

. pre fit

c. surface preparation

d. adhesive application

e. assembly

f. curing

Tra,s cr7r-rii-7 Cr)r-CA04

"ar,



Bond Inspection and Testing

Non destructive testing

1. appearance

2. tap tesi

3. ultrasonic tests

4. -radiography

. Destructive Testing of the

_Tensileaests t

Bond

2. *Shear and lap shear tests

3. peeVtests

Summary ana Remotivationt

NoW we shOuld be:able tO handle it when
your job for better Or for worse.

coNdusIoN

Assignment and Closure: No Assignment.
wIll follow.

the:inspector pUts his mark on"

The test, critique and graduation
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Metals Tedhpology BranCh
Chanute APB, Illinois

COURSE ORIENTATION:AND SAFETY

OBJECTIVES

3AZR53153-3-SG-101

1. Given job performance situations, analyze the situations
and identify safety precautions to be observed during job performance.

2. Given repairmaterial handling situations, analyze the situ-:
ations and identify the safety precAutions to be observed.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction to metal bonded repair course; is a supplemental
training course designed to familiarize you with the principles- and
techniques used in the repair and rebuilding of metal bonded aircraft
structureg. This study guide together with the classroom instruction
will brief you on the organization and policies related to this course.
It will also provide information on the safety praticesL which you
must follow if accidents and injuries are to be avoided.

INFORMATION

ORGANIZATION AND POLICIES

This course is conducted-by the airframe branch which is part
of the 3340th Technical Training Group at Chanute Technical Training
Center. As a student attending the course, you must observe certain
established school policies. You will be briefed on'these- policies
which include conduct, school duty hours, break-periods, clean-up,
remedial instruction, classroom locations ankother facilities.

*OrganizAtional StructUre

You will be given the names of the following personnel:

1. Branch Chief.

2. Instructor Supervisor.

3. *Instructor or instructors of the course.

Course Content

This course consists of one block, having 40 academic hours.
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Location of Tools and Equipment

You will be given a tour of the facilities and shown the tools
and equipment used in the repair of metal bonded structures.

Examination and Grading

The examination consists of written multiple choice questi ns.
Your grade will be determined from the score you make on th xamination.

.Student'Critique

At the end of the couree, you will be given .an opportunity to
record your opinion of this co_mrse,_;he base farilit.teRand_the-studel-
group.

SAFETY

"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of,cure." This old
proverb,:when applied to Safety, means that if accidents are:prevented
many lives And wasted man-hours can be'saved. Accidents don't just
happen, they are generally caused. Only the individual can make a
safety plan work. This can be done by observing and folloWing good
safety practicest

Handtool Safety

'Misuse of handtools is the biggest cause of handtool accidents%
Remember,-althougOLIndteols may be simple devices, training is neces-
sary for correct usage. Your tools must be kept clean and in good
repair. Cutting tools should be_kept sharp; handles Should be free
from flaws. Use the tool for the job it was designed to do.

Power,Tool Safety

Air powered handtools, because they are mobile and difficult to
guard, present many hazards.to the operator and others in the vicinity.
Since the tools are handled manually, dropping is always a hazard.-N,
Accidental ogeration of the air valve is the cause of numerous acci-
dents. Flying chips and parts of broken tools are dangerous when allowed
to strike the body.

Hose laid across aisles and traveled areas creates a tripping
hazard. When,an air hose is struck by, a person or'object, it may'
Unbalance the tool's operator, causing him to fall or to drop the
tool. If a hose coupling breaks, the air hose may whip abdut, possibly
causing injury. It is alse a miaUse of the air equipment to clean
out tools or to remove dust from clothing with Compressed air.
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Air power tools are sometimes clamped in.vises and used as ,

stationary tools. When-this is-done with littisthought giVen.to
jig deaign, injuries can result from the tools Slipping and falling.

. Air power tools used in.buildings- or on pavement may.contact-
.electrical powet 1i4s,.-caUsing shock to the operator. Sparks- and

hot chips from-air-power toolsslay cause a fire or an explosion when.,
used in a flammable atmosphere.

Material and Chemical Safety

Fiberglass is made of glass threads. During sawing or sanding
operaftons avoid breathing fiberglasa dust, and keep the glass thread
from coming in contact with your.skin. it may cause irritation and
be harmful to the eyes. Take all necessary precautions to prevent
contact with the fine glass threads and dust.

Chemicals-are- used-Whighly concentrated- solutions- -in-many indus trial
..processes and laboratoridaand workets who handle them may be exposed
to the hazard of Chemical burns, The severity of stiCh burns tan often
be limited to a considerable extent by prompt application of proper
first-aid measures.

Pending medical treatment, initial first-aid for every chemical
burn Is to wash off the chemtjal by flooding thi borned.area with copious
amounts Of water-as quickly as possible. This is the-only method of
limiting severity of the burn, and the loss of even a few seconds
tan'be-vital. Soa0 through its medhanical action will .alsohelp to
remove chemicals from the skin. Following complete.Washing,'the--burn
should be tovered with a clean, dry, sterile cloth or sheet. Contami-..
-nated clothing should be removedand disposed of.

Handling of chemicals 'should be done with extreme. caution. Per-
sonal protective-equipment must be'used, Use the table of "cheMical
hazards" given in-AFR 127-101; it gives .you an outline-definition of
various categories of Chemicals andthe characteristics of each.

Some of the.cleaners and resin mixturesused in fiberglass repairs
are very toxic and can cause nasal or skin irritation. Be sure the
working area is well ventilated. void prolonged breathing of these
materials. To prevent skin irritation, wash w eh. soap and water at
frequent intervals

Themixing of some resins is dangerous and could cause a violent
explosion if done improperly. Always mix the promoter with the resin
and then add the catalyst, or first add epon mixer and then a curing
agent.

Ventilation

9

Have you ever thought about why you need ventilation in your shop
area? Ventilation is required to prdtect the health of employees who
work where dust, fumes or mist created by a manufacturing process is
released_into the atmosphere.
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EXcept for the skin diseases, most ocCupational diseases are
acquired by inhalation of material. Certain dusts that reach the
ltings can pass directly into the blood stream and be absorbed over °
a long period of time. Othere may stay in the lungs and Set up local
irritation or damaging action. Toxic and irritant dusts can'also be
ingested in:amounts that may cause trOuble. Toxic materials that
are readily soluble in body fluids, can be absorbed in the digestive.
system and picked up by the blood-. A third way in which toxic and
irritant substances may enter the system is skin absorption: Many
organic compounds such as TNT, cyanide, and most aromatic amines, and
phenols can produce systemic.poisoning by 'direct contact with the
skin. Contact of toxic and irritant dusts with the skin may also
result in skin irritation.

There are rwo types of ventilation, general and mechanical.
The generaI-dt natural ventilation'is the flow of air in an area.
This flow of air could also be.helped along by fans. The, mechanical
ventilation generally refers.to a foreed exhaust'systet set up'in a
localized area tO remove dust or fumesfrom a specific area. It
shOuld also be noted that.When a lab or shop uses mechan1Fa1 ventilation
.in one area, general ventilation usually improves throughout the
Shop. *

Jewelry

There are many ways of losing a finger because of ariag being
worn. When releaSing.the hold on a piece-of equipment being carried,
a ring can easily hang on some projection and put all the weight on
one, finger.- In the next instant, the'finger Could be torn from the
hand. There have been cases where a finger was lost because of a ring
being worn. In one case a mechanic wearing A ring dropped frOM an
aircraft bomb,bay; the ring caugh't on a ledge', causing the finger
to be severed. It is easy for a neck chain.to catch on a. Piece of-
moving machinery and either choke the individual or cause his face
to be drawn into the machinery. Watchbands can hang.on an object and
cause the hand to be forced into a position where it could be muti-
lated: Play it safe. At the start of the working day, remove all
jewelry end put it aWay until the day's work is finished.

Eye Safety

Nearly all eye injuries can be prevented by the use of properly
designed goggles. Goggles are classified into different types according
to the hazards which they guard against. Impact goggles or a face-

°shield should always be worn by all personnel when work may produce
flying chips or debris. Some of the operations or duties requiring
the wearing of goggles are: grinding, sanding, routing, using-cutting
tools, and working with acids, alkalines, and paint remover. There
are many others.

.

Ear Safety

The:Air Force.is very concerned about the hazard of noiSe caused
by the operation of certain tools and equipient.



One effect of noise is fatigue-. Human beings have a Strong
desire to get away from noise.. Add excessive noise to the stress
created by hard work, dangerous Situations, and conditions of cold,
heat'or other diScotforts, and the.total stress becomes tremendouS.
As a result the body is fatigueWiess alert, and.less respondent.
This condition causes mistakes, even accidents.

A:second ef'fect of excessive noise ia temporary or permanent
loss of hearing. Just aa temporary blindness may be caused by a
very bright light, so temporary deafness may be caused by exCessive
noise. In fact, the deafness May become.permanent if there is a
severe exposure to noise such as an explosion, or if a temporary loss
of hearing is produced over and over again:

A,third factor is pain. Pain, in general, is a warning signal
of injury to body tissue. A noise may not be strong enough to produce
pain but may be strong enough to produce permanent deafnep if repeated
often enough. Remember, ear plugs,may not-ht-emough-prote tion when
worn alone. To be fully protected you must also wear ear uffs in
conjunction with ear plugs.

Accident Reporting

If an accident does'happen, even a scratch, report it. Why, for
just a scratal? The Ait Force desires to protect all personnel from
the chance that an.accident may not be trivial. To illusttate from
an actual, case in the4March AFB files: A carpenter was using a circle
saw when the blade "exploded." He received a small cut on the head
and someone placed a band aid ovet the small opening. He-was helping
in the search for a missing piece Of the blade whe101e collapsed.

Though he regained consciousness after reaching the hospital, he later
died. An X-ray revealed that a piece of the blade had etbedded deep
in his brain. Do not ignore even the smallest cut.

_IMPORTANT SAFETY PRACTICES

The following is a list of some of the important safety practices
which should be adhered to when in and around a bonding shop.

1. The nearest instructor must be informed immediately of
every accident or injury.

2. Think! Look and pay attention to everything you do.

3. DANGER, WARNING, CAUTIONs NO SMOKING, FLAMMABLE, and NOTICE
are signs which should be read and heeded.

A

4. Horseplay will not be tolerated here during your class periods
)o.nd not at your home base.

5. Keep the area neat. Provide a place for everything and
keep everything in place.
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6. Goggles and protective type clothing (gloves, aprons,
respirators) are provided for-a specific purpose - wear them!

7. Under no circumstances will compressed air be used to clean
dirt or debris from work areas, no will it be directed at a fellow worker.

8. Strains, pulled muscles, and ruptures Occur when heavy objects .

are lifted improrrly. Injuries of this type aentirely unnecessary.
there Are enough men and lifting equipment'in the lir Force to help,
you hoist the world on youf shoulders.

9. Never operate or use'tools, madhinery, or equipment unless
a demonstration has been given and the safe operOxng procedure is
known.

10. Make sure all existing guards are n place on tools,
machinery or equipment. Design new guards if old ones are unsatisfactory.

11. Use-the right tool for the job. Use the tool correctly.

12. Use tools that are in good condition, not cracked or badly
worn.

,-

13. Practice care when drilling, handling sharp edges of metal,
,

or when using Shears.

.14. Avoid the possibility of clothing and jewelry becoming

i
. entangled in machines.and'equipment. .

15. Report any unsafe.conditions of tools, equipment a A other,
hazards.

. .

16. Wear protective equipment When handling chemicals a'uid resins..
,

Caution: "The life you save may be your own." Think tWice:
practice safety. Be careful not to lose an eye or finger or break a
bone. Although many of these practices can not be applied here in
class because we wOn!t really get into some.ofthese situations, they
should be applied in the actual shop area. Wewill also discuss some
of the safety procedures outlined in Some of the National Safety Council
data sheets later in the course.

SUMMARY

Safety cannot be overstressed dile to the man}, hazards involved
,

wherever there are machines or personnel. .You ard required to know
and observe all safety practices pertaining to the job. It IA not only
your duty toobserve these practiCes, but also to help others observe
them. The best way to accomplish a job is the safway. Think "SAFETY."
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QUESTIONS

Note: Answer die folloWing questions
DO NOT WRITE IN THIS sum GUIDE.

1. What must be done immediately if

occurs? -

on a separate piece of paper

an accident.or injury

2. List a few good reasons why horseplay is not permitted.

3. What

chemical burn?

are some of the first steps taken when Sustaining a

4. What does safety mean tO you?

5. What are some safety practices
machinery and equip erit?

REFERENCES'
t .

1. AFR 127-101, Or

2. National Safety

3. NatJonal Safety
o

4, National Safety
in InduStry.

tc folloi when using tooldi

und Accident Prevention Handbook.

ouncil Data

Council Data

Council Data

Sheet

Sheet

Sheet

c

392, Air Powered Handtaols.

523, Chemical Burns.

5314'Dusts, Fumes., and Mists



MODIFICATIONS

)11-- lfe) , of this publication has (have) been deleted-in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implemen tiOn of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for se in tocao.onai

'and Technical Education." Deleted'material inVolves extensive use (1)
4.

military formsciTrocedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocatynal and technical education.
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MeellS Technology Branch
Chanute AFB., Illinois

INTRODUCTION TO METAL BONDED STRUCTURES

3AZR53153 -3 -SG -1

OBJECTIVES

1. Without reference identify the principles inVolved in
bonding adhesive joints, .

2. Without reference, identify basic facts and general princi
plesras to how a bonded sandwich assembly is constructed and what

. materials are used in the.construction of bonded sandwich assemblies.

3. Given various adhesives, analyze and identifY characteristics
of the repair mateerials used in the repair of metal bonded structures.

4. Without reference, identify the basic facts and terms
regardingadhesionand_ voLymerization, of -sdhea-ives,-

INTRODUCTION

An -Ihesive is defined.:as a substance capable of holding materials'
together by Surface attachment. Currently ther are about 25 basic.
types of ayntnetic adhesives useful to the deaigifengineer. New
types are appearing at an average rate of One pe year, -Each of
these may have from 10 to 20 modifitations, When. We consider that
frequently two or more individual adhesives are combined to proVide,
special properties, this leads to a vast array of specific products
frOm which..to Choose.

-The advent of lightWeight construction in aircraft design about
25 years ago, with its corresponding use of thin-Iage metal andhoney-
comb construction, necessitated the development of new concepts in
methods of joining and fastening. In England- the'challenge was
accepted and resulted in the development of the first structural
adhesive, REDUX, used for joining load-bearing components in-air-
craft. Shortly thereafter the first commercialiaircraft adhesive
was produced in the United States. This adhesive was deriVed from
a combination of phenolic resin and neoprene rubber. This type of
adhesive is still in use today in modern jet aircraft such as the
KC-135.

In this chapter You will read about Some of the-most important
adhestves and the construction techniques used in metal bonded structures,



INFORMATION

HISTORY OF ADHESIVE&

The title of adhesives is one of the oldest methods for joining
materials. HoWever, adhesive teehnology progreSeed very slowly until
the twentieth century. Records ahow thai adhesives were uSedover
three thousand,yearsago. Adhesives deriVed from bitumin and:tar
Pits were used.in early structurf. They are known to haVe been

ciuseas. mortar by the builders o the Tower of Babel...The Egyptians
used glueformulated from tree resins and eggs. A Biblical example

'of the knowledge of adhesives is recorded'in the:twenty-second chapter
of Ecclesiastes. It is indicated here that prOper seleCtion of an
adhesive must.be made .t.osi,4 compatible with the substrate beingloined.
Engineers are still struggling with problems similar to the one recorded
in7the-Riblical-verse-"he that teacheth-a-fooli-is like one that guidth-
A3otsherd together." ..(l'otsherd was a fragment or broken piece of

..,) earthenware.)
.A

. , .

There-was very little advanCement in.-adhesive teehnology -Until
the twentieth Century. Greatstrideamere made in metal. bonding:
-due to.the military requirements of World War IL The .earlYmetal
bonding adhesivei combined phenolic-resins with neoprene and nitrile
rubber, whichproduced a tough metal-with good peel-and shearattengths.

.It 1950, experimentation .begin in eaviest with.the epoxy formu-
latiOns, which offe(ed equal strength properties. In-general, they
were preferred due to their low solvent coritent'And 100 percentA
reactive ingredients.

The adhesive industry has grown at a rapid-rate since the early
.fifties but the:major increase has occurred -in the . last few years.

The field of,structural adhesives will continue to grow. New.
formulations are in constant demand. There is no universal adhesive.
Design engineers are seardhing for the lightest possible design fpr
structures consistent with structural integrity. The many types add
classes of adhesives have varying properties. Nevi uses for adhesives
are being distoveted. Since'there is. no universal adhesive, the

.JP competition runs high and the rewards-are rich fot those engaded in
advancing technology.

D6IGN CONSIDERATIONS

When joining materials with adhesives, initiar"design considerations
museinclude not only, the physical and chemical characteristics of
the adherends and adhesive but also the operational environTent that*
the bonded Parts will encounter. Maximum bond integrity can only
be realized when everything in the joining operation is carefully
examined, particularly those factors ielated to the surfaces of the
materials being bonded. The major Chemical and physical phenomena
that must be considered in establishiig:a strong joint art:



1. Surface condition of the adherends,

2., Surface tension of adhesive and f the materiiil
bting bonded.

3: Physical properties of the adherends and the cured-adhesive,
i.e,, tensile, strength; Shear strength, compreSsive Strength, etc.

4. Physical Characteristics of the adhesive, i.e.,viscosity,
homogeneity, film thidkness.

Chemical compatibility of theadheaive and adherend.

if-
-6. Methods of applying and cUring the adhesive.

7. Formation and removal of volatile by products during cure.

. "the surface condition of adherends themselves is most itportant
in cpe formation of a strong adhesive bond. Ftom a practidaI view- .

point all solid sUrfAceE are rough and, when viewed under a micro7
scope, appear to consist Of hills and valleys a d Sometites craters.
These surfaceS have moisture, gases, and other àbstances .on them
which are absorbed frot their surrounding environments. By displacing
these absorbed substances from the surface:Of thfr adherends, a properly
fOrmuIated adhesive can usually form_a strong,t natio* bond. Because
ofthe wide variations in porosity, surface:CO itions:, And Chemical
characteristics of these surfaces, Care must exercised in the'
selection and application of the adhesiV articultrattention
must-be given to Surface eparation,,for'fanuie of bonded:joints
usually occurs at the interface between adhesive and adherend.

In the classical adhesive bonded joint there are five Separate
components that must be'considered:, first adherend, first inter-
face, adhesive film, second interface and second adherend.

If a suitable selection of.ad#erends and adhesive hat been made,
lithe surfaces of the adherends have been cleaned and prepared cor-
rectly, and if the adhesive flies been applied by the recommended pro-
cedures, a high strength joint should result. Maximum petformance
can only be achieved, however, by properly engineering construction
of the Joint to withstan4 the various environments and stress to
which it will be subjected.

1

With these concepts in mind, it is readily apparent that the
design and bonding of,high.performance adhesive joints is not a
simple matter.

HONEYCOMB SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION

In the aircraft industry hOneyconb sandwich construction, il-
lustrated in figure 1, is used eXtensively.in the Manufacture of
control surfaces, bulkheads, flooring, doors, engine coWlings, helk-
copter-bladds, and wing panels. Tke primary reasons for using sand-
wich designs in preference to other types of cOnstruCtion are:



1.

2.

3.

5.

High °strength - to weight ratio.

Fatigue resistance.

High rigidity per unit weight.

Surface smoothness.

Insulation.

FACING FOIL
DIRECTION

FACING

HONEYCOMB
CORE

NOTE: PERFORATED CORES
ARE SOMETIMES USED
TO VENT THE GASES PRO-
DUCED BY THE BONDING
ADHESIVES AS THEY ARE
CURED.

Figure 1. Honeycomb Sandwich Construction.

Sandwich structures are produced by -adhesively bonding rigid
facings on blth sides of a honeycomb core. Functionally, the sand-
wich structure can be compared to art I-beam where the facings resist
tensile and compressive loads ad do I-beam flariges; the honeycomb
core simulates the web of the I-beam by carrying the shear stresses.
In addition, however, the core provides continuous support for the
faangs, allowing 'their full strength to be utilized without buckling
or crimping. It is the function of the adhesive in sandwich structures
to transmit shear loads uniformly from the facing4 to the honeycomb $

core; good adhesive filleting is necessary in honeycomb bonding. ,

For the completed panel to have optimum strength the adhesive must
be distributed evenly between the core and the fdcings to form a
T-joint.
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The most popular core-to4kin adheSiveitere:bssed on:epoxy
resins because of their high strength and400d wetting Properties
with,only minimal yolatiles produCed during the bonding operation.
-1.4n1-phenolic and elaitomer phenolic adhesives- also widely used
but are less likely to form dense fillets, Primers are frequently
used with theselatter systems.

Uoneycomb cores can be made from many materials including steel,
titanium and aluminum foils, glass reinforced plastics, films, and
papers. The variety of available facing materials gives the engineer
a considerable amount oS-flexibility in the design of sandwich
structures. Selection of the proper core-to-skin adhesive is de-
pendent upon the materialsinvolved, the application, environmental
exposures, service life, andweighf considerations. Adhesives can
"he applied to core and facings with a spray gun or roller, but:in
structural applications adhesive films Of controlled thickness are
generalli used. For many of diese applications lightweight adhesives
in the range of .025 to .080 pound/square foot ate used with curing
cycles of 15 to 60 minutes at 225° to 250°F. Bonding pressures are
usually in the 25 to 50 psi range, but depending upon the specific
application these pressures can vary, from.contact to 150 psi. While
the emphasis has been on the lower curing temperatures, many. modified
epoxy and phenolic adhesives are formulated to cure around 350°F.
Postcuring temperatures of 500° to 550°F are required in the case
of polyimide adhesives.

Edge Treatments (Close-Out)

Although sandwich structures are highly efficient, the manner
' in which loads are transmitted into and out of the sandwich largely
governs service performance. Good design practice closes off the
edges in sandwich panel construction to provide edge reinforcement
for the transfer and distribution of edge attachment loads. Sand-
wich close,:out and fastener design objectives are ease of fabrication,
proper transmittal of shear loads and resistance to edge peel. As

with any adhesive joint, stress concentrations are to be avoided
and sandwich fastenersare so designed as to distribute loads evenly
over a broad area. Prefabricated inserts and edging of Wood, metal
and reinforced plastic, epoxy potting compounds, and other materials
can be used to provide the necessary strength and load. distribution.
Figure 2 illustrates variouS close-out techniques for honeyComb panels.
Modifications of the detaili are commonly made to meet specific load
and connection objectives. In each case, the criteria of cost, .
weight', strength, and eassof fabrication must be carefully.considerated..
Corner details are easily developed as intersections of these.basic
Closeouts.
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Figure"2. Edge Treatments.

HIGH-STRENGTH. INSERT

ACCELERATE. To speed up a reaction of protess. Example:
drying am:adhesive or sealer faster .than normal hy increasing the
temperature.

. ACCELERATOR. A material added to.an adhesive (generally a liquid
compound) to convert the whole mass into a solid, or speed up itd
cure. (Accelerators differ from catalysts in that they lose their
identity in the Proceds.)

ACTIVATE. To change an adhesive film from a dry.or dormant
stage into a usefu4 sticky state.
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ADHERE, TO'bond; to cause two Surfaces to be heldtogether
by adhesion.

ADHERENDS. Materials that are held together by an adhesion.'

ADHESIVE-. By one broad and eleMentary definition, Stiadhesive
is any substance used in promoting and maintaining a boncf between
tWO Materials:. TO function, an adhesive must bond to bothHMating
surfaces thrbugh_SpecIfic adhesion'(molecular attraction), through.
mechanical anchoring (of tendrils in voids'of porous purfaces) or
through fusion (partial diasolution of both faying surfaces in the
adhesive or it8 solvent vehicle). VariOus descriptive adjectives
are uSed with the.terma "adhaSive".to iridicate different types, auchf
as:

1. Physical foray.- liquid adhealve, film adhepive, etc.

2. Composition - resin adhesive, rubber adhesive, etc.

3. End use -Joetal-to-metal adhesive, plastic adhesiVe, rubber
adhesives, etc.

4. Application - sprayable adhesive, hot metal. adhesive, etc.

ADHESION. The state in whiCh two surfaces are helidtogethet.
by interfacial forces which may Consist of interlocking aCtion (mech-=
anical means), or valence forces,.or both. Adhesion 'failure occurs
when nO bond ifi:formed between an adhesiveand adherend or when a
very poor bond la formed

AGING. The deteriOratioWpr other effect produced by exPosure
of an adhesive, coating'or sealer to a-given set of-conditions for
a specific length of time.

. AIR DRTING ADHESIVES; Adhesivea,that can be dried at ordinarY
room tedperature without the use of heat. This type of adhesive
consists of solid particles dissolved Or'dispersed.in A liquid-.
When the liquid evaporates it leaves the dry adhesive film. Mast .

elastomer-based adhesives are Of thistype..'

Aid5:0 Aeronautical material specifications written by the Society
of Automotive Engineers for use by aircraft and allied industries in
specifying adhesives, coatings and sealers especially adapted to
aviation use.

ANGLEPLY LAMINATE. Containing plies alternately oriented at
plus and.minusa fixed angle to the reference direction.

ANISOTROPIC. Not isotropic; eXhibiting different properties
when tested along axes in different directions.

/
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APPLICATION. The act of applying adhesives,. For adhesives
and coatings the prinCipal methods of application are: brushing,
spraying, dipping, stenciling, flowing, stamp-padding, roll coating,
knife-coating, squeegeeing, spatula and notched trowel. For sealers:
spatula, caulking gun, flow gun, pressure extrusion units and spray
gun.

AM;EMBLY. A'group of materials Or detail parts, including
adhesives, placed together for bonding or which has been bound
together.

AUTOCLAVE. A round or cylindrical oven where heat, vacuumand
pressure are controlled in the bonding and curing of adhesive in an
assembly.

AXIAL LOAD. A weight placed to e4ert pressure or load in the
direction of, along, or on a straight line through the center of an
object.

BAG BONDING. A method whereby a flexible cover is used in con-
nection with a rigid die or mod in which pressure or the drawing of
a vacuum is applied to tjie assembly being bonded.

BALANCED LAMINATE. A composite laminate whose layup is symmetrical
with relation to the mid plane of the laminate.

- BINDER. The component in an adhesive which is primar respon-
sible for its cohesive properties.

BLEEDER CLOTH. A nonstructural,Layer of material used in Manu-
facture of composite parts to allow the escape of excess gas and resin
during cure.

BLISTER. A local elevation of the surface possibly caused by
trapped air, water or-solvent layer area (void) in which there is
a lack of bond.

BLOCKING. An undesired adhesion between two surfaces usually
occurring when coated or primed parts are stacked for storage.

BOND. To join materials.by means of an adhesive.

BOND LINE.. All areas ian asseMbly containint adhesive bOnding
maierial, also known as glue line,

BOND STRENGTH TEST. The force per unit area Or strength necessary
to rupture a bond.

BONDING FIXTURE., A tool or mold used to hold the detail parts
of an assembly in place during bonding.
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B - STAGE. An intermediate stage in the polymerization reaction
of certain-ihermosetting resins; the state in whiCh most prepregs
are stored and shipped. 0

CATALYST. A substance which speeds up the cure of an adhesive
compound without its identity being changed in the process-also known
as a hardener.

CAUL. A cover or overlay used to exert uniform pressure at the
bond line when pressure.is applied to the bonding fixture.

CAUL PLATE. A smooth metal plate used in contact with the layup
during cure to transmit normal pressure And to provide a smooth sur-
face to the finished laminate.

COLLIMATED. Rendered parallel, applies to filaments.

COMPOSITE.. Composites are combinations of materials differing
in composition or form on kimacroscale. The constituents retain their
identities in the,composite. Normally the components can be physically
identified and there is an interface between them.

0 (=TACT MOLDING. A process for molding reinforced plastics
in which#reinforcement and resin are placed on a mold, cure Is either
at room temperature or by oven heat, no pressure is applied.

CORR. The central member of sandwich construction (can be honey-
comb material foamed plastic or soli&sheet) to which.the faces of
the sandwich are-attached.

CORROSION. A deterioration of metal by chemical or electro-
chemicalattack. Surface corrosion appears as a general roughening,
etching or pitting, frequently accompanied.by a powdery deposit of
.corrosive products.

'COUPLING AGENT. That part af a sizing or finish whiCh is designed
to provide a bonding link between the reinforcement and the laminating
resin,

CRAZING, A network of minute cracks or fine wrinkles appearing
on or under a surface.

CREEP. The dimensional change of an adhesive under load - also
known as squeeie,-out or flash. -Creep at room temperature is some-
times called cold flow.

CROSSPLY LAMINATE.' Cfttaining lamlina alternately oriented at
O.° and;90°.

CURE. To irreversibly change the properties of a thermosetting
reein by chemical reaction, i.e., Condensation, ring cloeure, or
addition. Curemay be accomplished by addition of curing (croes-
lifIking) agents, with or without heat. A change in the physical
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properties of an adhesive by chemical reection usual1Y accomplished
by the actionof heat and catalysts, alone or in combination, with
or without pressure.

CURING AGENT. That part-of a'two part adesive which is com-
bine with the.resin (binder) to produce a cured adhesive.

CYCLE. The total period elapsing between the time the
adhesive bond is raised to a predetermined temperature, stabilized
and is cooled to a specific temperature.

CYCLE. The complete sequence of operations in a process or
part of a process.

COHESION. The internal strength of an adhesive film rather
than its adhesion to the adherends.

CONSISTENCY. Comparative fluidity or stiffness of an adhesive
coating.

DELAMINATE. To split a laminated material along the plane of
its layers* Sometimes, used to describe coliesive failure of an adherend
in bond strength testing. The separation of the layers of material
in a laminate.

DETERIORATION. Undesired change in properties of an adhe
caused by aging, weathering or exposure of other agents and onditions.

DESTRUCTIVE TEST. Actual destruction of a bonded asseMbly for
the purpose of evaluating the bqnd properties.

DETAIL. A single piece of material without any attachments.

DIE. A tool or device for imparting a desired shape to A material.

DOUBLik. A material used for stiengthening and reinforcement
oof localized areas.

DRAPE. The ability of broadgoods to canform to n irregular
shape.

. DRUM PEEL TEST. 'A test made"on bonded strips of metal by peeling
the metal strips back"and recording the adhesive strength values.

EDGE MEMBER. The strUctural member around the perimeter of a
sandwich panel used to secure the panel td adjaCent structures.

mmnrcITY. The property of an adhesive which enables it to
resist and recover its original shape and size when deforming.forces
are removed. The ability to change size ,or shape repeatedly without
breaking.

END. An individual yarn, thread, monofilament, or roving.

ENDOTHERMIC ADHESIVE. A dhemically curing type of adhesive
which absorbs heat during cure.
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EPDXY ADHESIVES. Adhesives based on resins formed from the

744reactions of epichlorhydrin with various bi- or polyhydroxyl compounds
which offer a coMbination of high room temperature strength with
good load bearing properties. These adhesives have excellent honey-
comb filleting properties and exceptional adhesion to metal surfaces,,

EPDXY EQUIVALENT.. The weight of resin in grams which contains
one gram equivalen of epoxy. If it is assumed that the resin bhains
are linear and that an epoxy group terminates each end, then the
epoxy equivalent is one-half the average molecular weight of diepoxy
resin; one-third the average molecular weight of triepoxy,:etc..

ETCHING. A proce a of chemically cleaning material Surfaces
by _immersion in an acid basic solution capable of dissolving the
material being cleaned; allowing a desired amount of_ surface material
to be removed - a surface treatment.

EXOTHERMIC ADHESIVE. A Chemically curing adhesive that evolves
heat during reaction.

EXTENDER. An ingredient, generally having'some binding properties,
added to an adhesive to reduce the proportion Of primary binder needed.

PAYING SURFACE. The inner mating surfaces of a foint,bomMon"
area of two surfaces that are bonded together wi,th an adhesive.

FILAMENTARY COMPOSITE. A. laminate composed of laminae in whiCh
continuous filamenta are in nonwoven, parallel, uniaxial arrays.
Individual umiaxial laminae can be combined into specifically oriented
multiaxial laminate.

FILL. Yarn runningfrom selvage to selvage at right angles
to the warp in a woven fabric.

FILLER. A relatil.;ely:inert ingredient of an adhesive compOund
used to increase its bulk and improve working properties, permanence,
strength qr other qualities.

FILM, ADHESIVE. A dry film in sheet form with ot without rein-
forcing fabric which is cured by means of heat and pfessure.

FINISH. A mixture of materials for treating glass fibers. It
contains a coupling agent to improve the bond of reSin.

FIXTURE.. Tool for holding cOmponent parts pf an asseMbly during
the manufacturing process - also called a jig.

GEL COAT. A quick-setting resin used-in molding processes
to provide an improved surface for compositea-; it is the first resin
applied to,the mold after.the' mold-release agent.

HAND LAMP. The-process of placing and working successive
plies of the reinforcing material or resin impregnated reinforcement
in position on diold by hand.
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HEAT CLEANED. Fiberglass reinforcementwhich has,been exposed
to elevat44 temperatures to remove prelimtnary sizings and binders
which are not compatible with the resin to be applied.

HEAT CURING ADHESIVES. Adhesives that require a definite period
to time above room temperature to develop full bond strength. Type
can be-of one- or two-part composition. -The term is usually applied
to those adhesives that require 180°F or above to effect a cure.

dEAT REACTIVATE. To soften a dried thermoplastic adhesive film
to a Sticky stage by application of heat.

HEAT SEAL. To bbmd or weld a material to itself or to another.
material by the use of heat. This may be done with or without the
use of adhesive, depending on the nature of the materials.

HOLIDAY. A void in an adhesive, whether microscopic or normally
visible.

HOMOGENEOUS. Of the sane kind, size op nature.

'HOTAIELT ADHESIVE. A thermoplastic adhesivé compound usually
.solid'at room temperature whiCh is heated to a fluid state for application.

HONEYCOMB. Manufactured product consisting of sheet metal,
paper, fibrous glasst etc., whiCh has been formed into heXagonal-
shaped cells, used as core material for sandwich panels;,

INHIBITOR. Any substance that slows or prevents chemical reaction
or corrbsion.

INTERFACE. The common bondary surface between two substances.
Sometimea described as two surfaces with no space between them. The
bondary betWeen the individual, physicallY.diatinguishable constituents
of a composite.

INTEALAMIWAR SHEAR. The shear strength at rupture in which the
plane of fracture is located between the layers of reinforcement of
a laminate.

INTERLOCKING ACTION. Teti used to describe the chemical or .

specific basis for adhesion due to'the coMpatibIlity of.the adhesiire
witli the foundation surface. In theory; the ends of the molecules,
project above the adhesive and foundation faces. InIstead of meeting
head-on Or repelling each other, they itterlock:

INERT. A lack of active properties (adhesive).

ISOTROPIC. Ha#ing uniform properties in all directions. The
measured properties of an isotropic material are independent of-the
Eixis of testing.

JOINT. :The location at which two adherends are held together,
by'an adhesiVe.
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'It" FACTOR. Thermal conductivity value usually expressed:
K BTU's/(hours) :(squre feet) (°F/feet) or, amount of heat trans-
ferred (BTUS) in a period of time (hours) over a certain square area
(square feet) per degree of difference of temperature per foot of
thIckness of material (9F/feet).

ny heavrTbodied adhesiveof such a consistency that
it must be appl ed by notched'otrowel, gob Or buttering methods..

METHYL E L KETONE, Known also as MEK. A low-boiling ketone
,solvent, used in many nitrile.or synthetic resin compounds.

11

MMOLAYER, The basic laminate unit from which crossplied or
other laminate types are constructel.,:_

NATURAL RESINS, .The products obtained from the exudations of
trees and sometimes used as adhesive, coatings or sealer bases. COMr.

mon natural resins are the copals, demar, shellac, accroides, sandarac,
rosin-and mastic (pale yellow resin from, Greece, also known as "tear
bum" because of its shape).

NESTED LAMINATE. A laminate in which the plies are placed so
that the yarns of one ply lie in the valleys between the yarns in
the adjacent.ply.

NONIILOCKING. Pertaining to an applied adhesive seating film
that will not.adhere itself and/ox; other surfaces under normal
stacked storage conditions. See also BLOCKING.

NONVOLATILE: The portion of an adhesive, coating that does
not evaporata atiordinary temperatures. This includes the pigment,
drfing salti, gumand resin, oils or plasticizers and the binder
(rubber, asphalt, vinyl, nitrecellulose, etc.) of the adhesiVe.:

NONWOVEN FABRIC. A fabric, usually resin-impregnated, in1hich
the reinforcements are continuous and unidirectional; laYers May ,

be crossplied.,

OPEN TIME. Time interval between applying the adhesive and
completing the bond.

ORANGE PEEL. A surface irregularity reseMbling an ora e skin

in texture.

ORTHOTROPIC. Having three mutually perpendicular planes Of
elastic symmetry.

PARALLEL' LAMINATE. A laminate of woven fabric in which the .

'Plies are aligned in the same position,as originally aligned in the
fabric roll.

PARTING AGENT. A iubriCant use'd to coat a mad cavity td
facilitate removal Of ari'assembly from, the mold, aleo known as releasing
agent.
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PEEL PLY. A layer of resin-fred material used to protect a
laminate for later secondary bonding.

PHENOLIC RESIN. Resins made by the interaction of phenols and
aldehydes; also known as phenol-formaldehyde resins.

PICKLE. A solution or process used to loosen or remove corrosion
products such as scale and tarnish from a metal.

PINHOLING. A film defect Characterized by the presence of tiny
holes on the surface, sometimes extending completely through the
film.

PLASTICIZER. Foi epoxy, 4 lower molecular weight material
added to reduce stiffness and brittleness;, it results in a lower
glass-transition temperature for the polymer.

PLATENS. Mounting plates of a preps used,to apply heat and
pressure during the bond cure cycle of an assembly.

PLIED YARN. A yarn formed by twisting together twoor more
single yarns in one operation.

POLYMERIZATION. A chemical reaction in which the molecules d
a monomer link together to form large molecUles,(polymer) Whose
molecular weights is a multiple of that of the original matdriel
without releasing any other sastance is referred to as pOIymerization.
When two or more monomers are involved the process is called
"copolymerization" or "heterOpolymerization."

POSTCURE. Additional elevated temilerature cure, usually with-
out presaure, to i'mprove final propertiea add/or complete the cure.
In certain resins; cotpldte cure and ultimate mechanital properties
are attained onlyby expoeure of the cured resin to higher temperatures
than those of curing.

POT LIFE. The rating in hours of the time interval-following
Ithe addition of accelerator before a chemically curing adhesive or
sealer will become too viscous to pass predetermided viscosity
(consistency) requirements. Closely related to WORKING LIFE.

FTEFREG; PREIMPREGNATED. A cloth or mat having been impregnated
with atalyzed resin and advanced to a "B" state, ready for molding.

PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE. Type of, adhesive that retains its
tack or stickiness even after completd release of the solvent.

PRIMER.- Special coating designed to provide new surfaces with
adequate adhesion.for a coating system.

QUASI-ISOTROPIC LAMINATE. ,A laminate approximating isotropy
by orienting plies in.seyeral directions.
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REACTIVATE. To restore the taCkiness of a completely dried
adhesive at the 4me of use....Reactivated bonds are advantageous

in that the adhetend may be precoated with adhesive and the bond .

made when desired With nbminal and short term exposure. Reactivated

bonds have almost immediate set.

REACTIVATED, HEAT. To restore the surface tackiness of the
adhesive with heat, and bond under pressure.

RESIN. Any Of a Class of solid or semisolid organic products
of natural or synthetic origin.

0
RETARDERS. .OoMhinations of liquids, solvents and extenders

that are added to.an adhesive coating to slow darn the drying.ratle

of, the material.

RIBBON FLOW. Longitudinal direction of the foil in the,honeydoMb.

ROVING. A'multiplicity of Single ends of continuous filament
with no applied twist drawn together as parallel strands.

SCRIM. A low cost:reinforcing fabric made from continuous fila-

ment yarn in an open mesh construCtion. Used in the processing of

tape or other B-stage material to facilitate handling.

SHEAR TEST. A method of seriarating two adhesive bonded mateiials

by forcing (either by compression Or tension) the interfaces to slide

over each other,. The force exertedois distributed over the entire

bonded area at the same time. Strengths are recorded in pounds per

square inch (PST).

SHELF LIFE.- The period of time a packaged adhesive can be StOred

under specified temperature'conditions and remain suitable for uSe.

SILICONE ADHESIVES:. Adhesive compounda of this baSe-have remark-

able stability thiough a wide range of temperatures. Very goOd

dielectric properties.

SIZING. On glaSs fibers, the compounds'whiCh, when applied to

filaments at forming, provide a loose bond between the filaMents,

and prOvide varibus desired handling and processing properties.

-SOLIDS. Nonvolatile ingredients in an adhesive.

SOLUTIO . A homogeneous mixture of-two or more compounds in

a single ph e., The proportion of the components may be varied Withrin

certain liinfLts.

SPALLI G. The chipping or fragmenting of a surface or:surface
cbating caused, lor example, by differential thermal expansion or

. contraction.
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STRAND. A primary bundle of continuous filaments combined in a
single compact unit without.twist.,

STARVED JOINT, A joint that has'an insufficient amount of
adhesive to prOduce a satisfactory bond.

FUHFACE PREPARATION. The procedure required to clean or prepare
a bare surface so an adhesiv will stick to it firmly. For example,
if higher bond strength is required, abrading andfor acid etChing'
metal surfaces cah be a means of improving the adhesion of the bonding
material to the mating surfaCes. Common methods of surface prepara-
tion ate solvent washing, sanaSblasting andjapor degreasing.

SYNTHETIC RESIN. Resins prepared by chemical meanso

TACK. The sticky quality of an adhesive film, either while wet
or after the film has set. Technically it is the pull resistance

,measured in dynes, exerted by a material adhering completely to
1 two separating surfaces.

TACK BONDED. Low pressure applied to an adhesive film which
has a'sticky quality enabling it to form a tempOrary attaChment.

TACK RAM..., The time during which an adhesiVe film remains
tacky..

TENSILE STRENGTH. The resistance of a film to distortion or
rupture-when it is exposed to forces exerted in opposite direction.'
Measuted in PSI.

TIE COAT. One layer Of a coating system used to improve the
adhesion of adjacent or succeeding coats.

TOW. A loose, untwistedbundle.of,filaments..

TOXICITY.*A term referrinvto tire physiologiCal effect of absorbing
a poisonous substance into the system, either through the skini
mucous membranes or respiratory system.

ibRQUE TEST. 'A twist4or turning force applied to inserts
tO test adhesive bond strength.

TRICHLOROETHYLENE. A Solvent.

TUST. The turns about ite axis per unit of length observed
in a yarn or Other texti e strand. Twist may be expressed as turns
per inch (TPT) "S" and "V refer tO direction of twist.

UNDER CURE. Degree f cure less than optimum. May be evidenced
by tackiness, softness; o -color or inferior physical properties
of ari adhesive.
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UNIDIRECTIONAL LAMINATE. A laminate with nowdoven reinforce-
ments which are all laid up in the same direction.

ULTRASONIV TEST. High frequency sound waves emitted for void!lo
detection in bpnaed Htructural poneln.

wnlak. The liquid portion or nn adheHive compound-connIstIng
.or the.hinder and volatile thinners.

VISCOCITY- Comparative fluidity or stiffnesa of liquid adhesiveS,
coatings and sealers:

VAPOR DEGREASING. A cleaning process that employs hot vapors
of a solvent to remove oil, grease, waxes, etc.

WARP. The yarn running lengthwise in a woven fabric;

WET LAYUP. A reinforced plastic which has liquid Asin applied
as the reinforcement is being laid up.

-NETTING. The ability of an adhesive to "wet" or adhere to a
suiface immediately on contact eyen when the-film is redUced to
extreme thinness.

WORKING LIFE. Refers to the time interval after mixing the
accelerator into the base compound during which the adhesive or sealer
can be satiafactorily applied with pressure equipment.

YARN. Generic term for strands of fibers or filaments in a
---feirm suitable ror weaving.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT*

Read chapter 1 of Adhesiyea in Modern Manufacturing.

QUESTIONS

'Note: Answer the following question8 on a aeparate piece o
paperf. DO NOT WRITE IN THE STIMY GUIDE.

Al 1. How are adhesives of the catalytic plural component ss

normally provided to the user?

2. An important advantage in the use of epoxies i :

. 3, EpoieS are particularly useful in joining what t pe of
materials?

4. How will the epoxy bond set or cure faster?

5. What are two potential disadvantages of phenolic adhesives?

6. List two advantageth of film adhesives.
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7. In some film adhesives what is used to support polymer
film and carry part of the load?

8. List four of "the seven major cheideal and physical phenomena
thet must be considered in establishing a strong adhesive joint.

REFERENCES

-1: Bruno., E. J., editor. Adhesives-4n.Modern Manufacturing. Society
of Manufacturing Engineers, Dearborn, Michigan, 1970.

2. TO 11152-3, Structural Repair Instructions.

3. MIL-HDBK-23A, Structural Sandwich Composites:
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Metals TeChnologyBranch.
Chanute AFB, Illinois

PRINCIPLES OF REpAIR PROCESSES

OBJECTI VES

3AZR53153-3-SG7104

1. Without reference, identify basic facts and principles
concerning the assessment of damage to metal bonded structures.

2. Given a.bon4d repair situation, analyze the situation
and identify .the'steps and prOceiures- imthe preparation for repair
of a bonded. panel.

3. Given a.bonded repair.situation, Analyze the ditUaelOn
and identify-the- steps and,proceduresassociated'with the fabrication
and'prefit of repair pals.

4. Given a bonded-repair Situation, Analyze the situation .

and identify the types- and.methods of cleaning metal bonded structureS.

5. Giverva bonded repair situation, analyze Elle situation
and'identify facts,and principles related.to thelay-up and asseMbly
of.the-repair materials. .

6. Given a bonded repair situation, analyze the situation
and identify facts and principles pertaining to the curing Process.

7. Given a metal bonded repair situation, analyze the situation
and identify the facts and principles concerning trimming and final.
finish.

INTRODUCtION

When repairing or rebuilding a metal bonded structure, it is
necessary to follow a certain procedure if the repair or rebuilding
process is to be successful.

In-the following Atudy assignment you will review the guidelines
that must be followed to ensure a good job and minimize repeated repairs

, 7
to metal bonded structures.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Read the follow_Lng. chapters' of Adhesives in Modern'Manufacturing:
.chapters 2, 3 (pages 59-66),-and 4 (pages 89-98).

QUESTI ONS

Note: AnSwer the following quesii:ons on a separate piece of,
paper. DO NOT WRITE.IN THIS STU& GUIDE.

1. Name tWo advantages of joining structures with adhesives.
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2. Name two disadvantages of joining structures with adhesivet.

3. What are :the two general operational parameters that should
belkept in. Mind when bonding materialwwith adhesives?

4. Identify at leapt four of the six coMmon types of joints
describtd in the text.

5. From the information in the text what is meant by adhesive?

6. Before choosing a method of applying the adhesive the user
should consider a few things; list at least three things to be considered.

7. Name the five basic methods of chemical cleaning used on
Adherends.

8. By what three methods can degreasing of an adherend be
accomplished?

9: List the three basic methtds of adhesive application to
assemblies.

REFERENCE-

Bruno, E. J., editor. Adhesives in Modern Manufacturing. Society
of Manufacturing Engineers, Deatborn, Michigan, 1970._
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Metals Technology Branch
Cheaute AFB, Illinois

INSPECTION AND EVALUATION

OBJEtTIVES

3AER53153-3-SG-105

Without reference, identify the general prinaples and basic
facts concerning inspeation of metal bonded structural iepairs.

INTRODUCTION

- QualityControl of a bonded joint involves making sure that a
certain'level of reliability is achieved'in joint. Quarity control
also performs the impottant function of compiling:statistics on
defect's for the availability df all accountable bonding personnel.
Reliability is achieved by a thorough in-procesS control froM the
time the raw Materials come in until the last finishing operation
is completed. After tompleting this chapter you should be familiar
with the inspection and evaluation of Metal bonded StructureS.

:.0 ,

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Read chapter 5 of Adhesives ii:Modern ManufactUring,

QUESTIONS

-
Note: Answer the follawing questions on a,separate piece of
loaper. DO NOT WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. List
inspecting the

2. Give

at least one of,the three things. tà look for1When
condition of raw material containers.

a brief description of PBEFIT.

3. What IA the
prior to'drying after

4. What it the
on a ptepared surface

most commonly,t-used check'for proper condition
surfate treaement?

time interval limit for an adhesive coating,
of clad aluminum/etched?

, 5, List the five basic types of nondestructive
are perforthed on bonds.

9
6: List at least four of.the destructive

do test the bond.
,

7, Pick one of the above methods
of how dt is condutted,

REFERENCE

Brund, E..J.; editor.
'of .1,11andfactoring Engineers

*-
4

"-

tests that

testing methods used

and give a brief description

4 ,

Adhedives in Modern Manufacturing. Society,
Dearborn, MichigLint 1970. i'A'


